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Abstract

While much previous research has examined the relationship between interstate military alliances and the structure of
domestic regimes, existing findings point in contradictory directions. Some have argued that democracies attract each
other as alliance partners, and thereby generate international peace as a consequence of their domestic regime type,
while others have argued that the causal relationship is reversed, and that international pacification creates the
necessary space for international alliances and domestic democratization. To disentangle this difficult empirical
relationship, this article presents an empirically grounded simulation model of the dynamic coevolution of interstate
military alliances, international conflict, and domestic democratization, demonstrating a statistical approach which
accounts both for the complex interdependencies generated by coevolving multiplex networks of interstate ties and
for their reciprocal influence on the coevolution of domestic political regimes, over the period 1920–2000. The
results show that international institutions and domestic institutions are mutually constituted, with both ‘selection’
effects and ‘influence’ effects operating simultaneously. In particular, the evidence indicates that states with similar
regimes are more prone to ally with each other, mutually democratic dyads are less inclined to engage in militarized
disputes, and states that form international alliances with democratic partners are more likely to develop domestic
democratic institutions. Tests of out-of-sample predictive accuracy, across multidecade prediction windows, further
demonstrate that the coevolutionary model consistently outperforms specifications that ignore coevolutionary effects,
in predicting subsequent patterns of military alliances, military conflict, and domestic democratization.
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Introduction

Scholars of international politics, whether examining
patterns of conflict or of cooperation, are increasingly
coming to the conclusion that the central driving forces
of the international system cannot be accurately repre-
sented by independent dyadic interactions (Franzese &
Hays, 2007; Hays, Kachi & Franzese, 2010; Hoff &
Ward, 2004; Poast, 2010; Ward, Siverson & Cao,
2007), because our behaviors of interest are nearly always
the result of interdependent decisions by states (Signor-
ino, 1999; Maoz, 2010; Warren, 2010). We thus find
substantial evidence in the existing literature that inter-
national militarized disputes evolve in response to an
existing network of disputes (Siverson & King, 1980;

Siverson & Tennefoss, 1984; Oren, 1990; Ward, Siver-
son & Cao, 2007), that international alliances evolve in
response to an existing network of alliances (Bearce &
Bondanella, 2007; Cranmer, Desmarais & Kirkland,
2012; Kinne, 2013a), and that networks of conflict and
cooperation also both evolve in response to each other
(Kimball, 2006; Maoz et al., 2007; Warren, 2010). We
also find evidence that the development of democratic
institutions at the domestic level is conditioned by pat-
terns of conflict and cooperation at the international
level (Gibler & Wolford, 2006; Manger & Pickup,
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2014), while at the same time international conflict and
cooperation are conditioned by domestic regime type
(Dixon, 1994; Schultz, 1998; Russett & Oneal, 2001).
In other words, scholars of international politics gener-
ally face a problem, not simply of network evolution,
but of multilevel, network-behavior coevolution.

Such interdependencies can generate severe difficul-
ties for statistical inference because they characterize a
data generating process which violates the assumption of
conditional independence, which lies at the root of most
of the statistical estimators commonly used in our disci-
pline. This was the basis of the seminal critique launched
by Signorino (1999), arguing that the use of standard
logistic regression to analyze conflict onset events can be
expected to produce biased parameter estimates because
such events are the result of strategic interactions
between states. He proposes a game-theoretic random
utility model to capture the dynamics of strategic antic-
ipation, thereby producing a maximum likelihood esti-
mator which more closely matches the functional form
of the data generating process. However, the need for
alignment between the functional form of a data gener-
ating process and a corresponding statistical estimator is
not restricted to the special case of interdependencies
generated by strategic anticipation, but rather represents
a basic fact about our ability to generate unbiased causal
inferences from observational data (Smith, 1996; Achen,
2002; de Marchi, 2005). Biased parameter estimates will
result any time the functional form of the statistical
model is not consistent with the data generating process
(see Signorino & Yilmaz, 2003).

While a number of approaches have been proposed to
deal with interdependencies generated by evolving net-
works of international ties (Wasserman & Pattison,
1996; Hoff & Ward, 2004; Franzese & Hays, 2007;
Poast, 2010; Warren, 2010; Cranmer & Desmarais,
2011), these approaches have generally forced researchers
into one of two sets of problematic assumptions. Either
they (1) assume the exogeneity of domestic, state-level
attributes, in seeking to explain the dynamic evolution of
international ties, or (2) assume the exogeneity of inter-
national ties in seeking to explain the development of
domestic attributes.1 In contrast, here I utilize a
simulation-based approach to statistical estimation,
based on an ‘actor-driven’ model of international politics
(Snijders, 1996, 2001), which seeks to capture the

dynamic coevolution of international cooperation, inter-
national conflict, and domestic institutions. This
approach combines a random utility model with Markov
simulations of network evolution at the international
level and behavioral evolution at the domestic level, mak-
ing possible the explicit incorporation of complex coe-
volutionary dynamics, across multiple levels of analysis,
into a single multivariate statistical model. In this way, it
provides a unified framework for both the formalized
representation of theories characterized by multilevel,
network-behavior coevolution, and the specification of
a statistical estimator directly tied to the complex func-
tional form of this data generating process. This analysis
thus represents a novel application of actor-oriented
simulations to inference regarding the coevolutionary
dynamics of state attributes and multiplex international
networks – that is, networks in which nodes are con-
nected through multiple forms of relational ties (see
Vijayaraghavan et al., forthcoming). In particular, this
approach will be used to examine coevolutionary
influences between the network of international mil-
itary alliances, the network of international military
conflicts, and domestic democratization, over the
period 1920–2000.

In the following section, I review the existing research
on the relationship between international alliances, inter-
national conflicts, and domestic regime type, highlight-
ing a debate between scholars who view democratization
as a primary driver of international peace and those who
view the apparent association between democracy and
peace as a spurious relationship stemming from the sta-
bilizing effects of institutions of international military
cooperation. In the sections that follow, I then present
the details of the estimation approach and the operation-
alization of the statistical model, before turning to a
discussion of the empirical findings. These findings are
then further confirmed through extensive sensitivity
checks, which indicate that the central results are robust
to a wide variety of specification choices. Finally, the
empirical validity of the model is assessed through out-
of-sample predictions of network configurations (i.e. alli-
ances and conflicts) and nodal attributes (i.e. democracy)
across varying temporal windows. The results derived
from this analysis demonstrate that international and
domestic institutions are intimately linked through reci-
procal causal processes, with both ‘selection’ effects and
‘influence’ effects operating simultaneously. In particu-
lar, the evidence indicates that states with similar regimes
are more prone to ally with each other, that mutually
democratic dyads are less likely to engage in militarized
disputes, and that states embedded in dense networks of

1 Important exceptions to this general trend are recent works by
Franzese, Hays & Kachi (2012), Manger & Pickup (2014), and
Rhue & Sundararajan (2014).
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international alliances with democratic partners are more
likely to develop domestic democratic institutions.

Alliances, conflict, and democracy

Military alliances have long been recognized as one of
the central means through which states in the interna-
tional system structure their relationships and actions
(Benson & Clinton, forthcoming; Grant, 2013; Mor-
row, 1991; Snyder, 1997; Walt, 1987, 1997). More-
over, in recent years the field of international relations
has witnessed a proliferation of studies investigating
the effects of alliances on state behavior (see Sprecher
& Krause (2006) for a review). Scholars have examined
the role played by alliances in the outbreak of conflict
(Smith, 1995; Gibler, 2009; Kimball, 2006), the
aggregation of military capabilities (Schweller, 1994;
Sweeney & Fritz, 2004), the deterrence of aggression
(Leeds, 2003), the decision by third parties to inter-
vene in pre-existing conflicts (Smith, 1996; Gartzke &
Gleditsch, 2004), and the promotion of trade (Long,
2003; Long & Leeds, 2006). Indeed, it has become
common practice to use measures of alliance portfolio
similarity as indicators of shared interests between
states (Signorino & Ritter, 1999).

A number of examinations of the shared interests that
drive the selection of particular alliance partners have
focused on the role played by domestic democratic insti-
tutions. Siverson & Emmons (1991) find that there is a
general tendency for democracies to ally with each other
at significantly higher rates than other states. This find-
ing is mirrored by Leeds (1999), while Lai & Reiter
(2000) find that after 1945 similar regimes of all types
are more likely to ally with each other, as are states with
culturally similar populations and states separated by
smaller geographic distances. Moreover, because alli-
ances are designed to solve conflicts between states
(Long, Nordstrom & Baek, 2007), and because democ-
racies tend to cluster in regions of territorial peace
(Gleditsch & Ward, 2006), this selection mechanism –
whereby democratic states choose to select into alliances
with each other – has been proposed as an explanation
for the observed tendency of democracies to maintain
peaceful relations towards other democracies, known as
the ‘democratic peace’ (Russett & Oneal, 2001).

However, in an important critique of this explanation
for the democratic peace, Gibler & Wolford (2006)
argue that the key causal force is provided not by regime
type, but by militarized threats. Backed by evidence from
Simon & Gartzke (1996) that the pattern of mutually
democratic alliances was only an artifact of Cold War

geopolitics, Gibler & Wolford (2006) shift the definition
of the dependent variable from alliance presence to alli-
ance formation, in an attempt to demonstrate that the
causal path described by theorists of the ‘democratic
peace’ is actually reversed. They argue that the funda-
mental driver is not regime type but territorial conflicts,
with democratization following after such conflicts are
resolved through alliance treaties.

Thus, whereas one account argues that the casual path
runs from democracy to alliances, and finally to peace,
the other account argues that the causal path runs from
alliances to peace, and finally to democracy. The differ-
ences in policy implications between these two accounts
could not be more stark. If the first account is correct,
then it may make sense to promote the formation of
democratic regimes, in the hopes that they will be more
likely to form pacifying alliance agreements, and hence
more likely to resolve their disputes peacefully. On the
other hand, if the second account is correct, it would
make more sense to focus first on resolving military
threats through the careful negotiation of international
agreements, in the hope that this will create the necessary
space for domestic democratization.

However, subjecting this debate to empirical scrutiny
poses serious difficulties, as the statistical techniques used
in nearly all quantitative studies of international conflict
and cooperation – logit, probit, survival models, etc. –
require the modeler to assume that all observations are
independent, conditional on the explanatory variables
(Greene, 2003: 68; see also Wasserman & Faust,
1994: 634, 658–662). If some or all of the dynamic
interdependencies described above are present in our
data generating process, then this assumption of inde-
pendence represents a kind of functional form misspeci-
fication analogous to that identified by Signorino (1999)
for the case of strategic interdependencies. When faced
with such a situation, standard regression techniques will
not only result in severely biased parameter estimates,
but will also fail to capture many of the most critical
aspects of states’ decisionmaking processes (see Signorino
& Yilmaz, 2003).

The coevolution of domestic and international
politics

Several methods have been proposed to deal with inter-
dependence structures in dyadic data, including expo-
nential random graph models (ERGMs) (Wasserman
& Pattison, 1996; Anderson, Wasserman & Crouch,
1999; Robins et al., 2007), multilevel random effects
models (Hoff & Ward, 2004), and spatial-lag models
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(Franzese & Hayes, 2007). These approaches have facili-
tated the investigation of important aspects of interna-
tional and domestic politics. However, they have also
forced researchers to make one of two sets of assump-
tions, both of which are clearly violated by the
dynamics of international politics. Either they
(1) assume the exogeneity of domestic, state-level attri-
butes in seeking to explain the dynamic evolution of
international ties, or (2) assume the exogeneity of inter-
national ties in seeking to explain the development of
domestic attributes.

In contrast, here I utilize a simulation-based approach
to statistical estimation, based on an ‘actor-driven’ model
of international politics (Snijders, 1996, 2001), which
seeks to capture the dynamic coevolution of interna-
tional alliances, international conflict, and domestic
democratization. This approach estimates a combined
model, which seeks to account both for the forces of
selection that lead states to choose (i.e. ‘select into’) par-
ticular patterns of international network ties on the basis
of their existing ties and domestic attributes, and the
forces of influence that lead states to adopt particular
domestic attributes on the basis of their pattern of inter-
national ties to other actors. In particular, I seek to test
the following hypotheses, which together form the coe-
volutionary system depicted in Figure 1.

First, I hypothesize that forces of ‘selection’ will
operate between the international alliance network and
the international conflict network. That is, we have
strong reasons to suppose that international alliances
will channel lines of militarized conflict, such that con-
flicts become less likely between alliance partners. At
the same time, there may be a form of ‘path

dependence’ (Arthur, 1994) by which the historical
structure of the conflict network creates pressures for
conflict management (Weitsman, 1997; Morrow,
2000), which could generate greater incentives for alli-
ance treaties between prior combatants. Hence, we have
our first two hypotheses:

H1 (Conflict ! Alliance): International alliances are
more likely to arise between states with a recent his-
tory of international conflict.

H2 (Alliance ! Conflict): International conflicts are
less likely to arise between states who are joint mem-
bers of an international alliance.

We also have strong reasons to believe that forces of
‘selection’ will operate between the domestic and inter-
national levels. That is, it seems plausible that the process
of partner selection between states, whether for coopera-
tive or conflictual interactions, will be conditioned by
their domestic political institutions. In particular, much
prior research finds that states with similar domestic
regimes are more prone to form alliances ties (Lai &
Reiter, 2000; Siverson & Emmons, 1991), while also
finding that militarized disputes are substantially less
likely within jointly democratic dyads (see Dixon,
1994; Gatzke, 1998; Gaubatz, 1996; Harrison, 2010;
Maoz & Russett, 1993; Russett & Oneal, 2001). Thus,
we would predict that:

H3 (Democracy ! Alliance): International alliances
are more likely to arise between states with shared
democratic institutions.

H4 (Democracy ! Conflict): International conflicts
are less likely to arise between states with shared dem-
ocratic institutions.

Finally, existing evidence points to the strong possi-
bility of reciprocal mechanisms of ‘influence’, through
which international networks may alter the structure of
domestic institutions. A number of studies have found
that that the prospects for democratic transitions are
influenced by neighborhood diffusion effects (Gleditsch,
2002; Cederman & Gleditsch, 2004; Torfason &
Ingram, 2010; Ulfelder, 2008), and in particular that
violent, autocratic neighborhoods tend to inhibit the
development of democratic regimes (Gibler, 2007;
Kadera, Crescenzi & Shannon, 2003; Kim & Rousseau,
2013; Rasler & Thompson, 2004, 2011; Reiter, 2001;
Thompson, 1996). Existing work has also investigated a
variety of mechanisms through which linkages forged
within international institutions might reduce

Figure 1. The coevolution of international and domestic
institutions
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proclivities toward interstate conflict (Boehmer, Gartzke
& Nordstrom, 2004; Dorussen & Ward, 2008; Hafner-
Burton & Montgomery, 2006; Oneal, Russett & Ber-
baum, 2003; Pevehouse & Russett, 2006; Russett, Oneal
& Davis, 1998), including the provision of information
(Kinne, 2013b), elite socialization (Atkinson, 2006), and
through the mediating effect of domestic democratization
(Mansfield & Pevehouse, 2006; Pevehouse 2002, 2005).
This implies that in addition to the direct effects between
alliances and conflict posited above, we should also expect
that both networks might generate indirect effects
through the facilitation or inhibition of processes of dem-
ocratic diffusion. Hence, we have our final hypotheses:

H5 (Alliance ! Democracy): Democratic domestic
institutions are more likely to arise in states with alli-
ance ties to other democracies.

H6 (Conflict ! Democracy): Democratic domestic
institutions are less likely to arise in states with con-
flict ties to other democracies.

Simulating multilevel coevolution

To model this system formally and empirically, I begin by
representing both international militarized disputes and
international alliance commitments as dynamic networks
of interdependent ties between states. To model shifts in
the patterns of such ties, I propose an application of what
Snijders (1996, 2001) refers to as an actor-driven approach
to the longitudinal modeling of network-behavior coevo-
lution. By characterizing the international system as a
collection of networks which evolve from the interdepen-
dent decisions of individual states, this approach allows
the researcher to derive the functional form of the statis-
tical estimator directly from theoretically driven assump-
tions about the utility functions of states engaged in
international political decisions.

Within this framework, the international alliance
network, the international conflict network, and the
democratization of individual states, are each concep-
tualized as continuously coevolving random variables,
observed in a series of discrete snapshots over time.
Changes in state behavior, whether at the level of inter-
national networks or domestic regimes, are assumed to
be driven by the decisions of individual states, who seek
to maximize a utility function based on their preferred
configuration of international linkages and domestic
qualities. The agents are myopically rational, both in
the sense that they maximize utility with stochastic
error, and in the sense that they condition their choices
on the current structure of the networks rather than

attempting to make predictions about the future struc-
ture of the networks.2 The goal of the model is to use
real-world data on the pattern of international alliances,
international conflict, and domestic democratization,
observed at discreet intervals over several decades, to
determine the form of the underlying utility function
that is most likely to have produced the observed array
of state decisions.

Snijders (1996, 2001) shows that this can be
accomplished by (1) specifying a candidate utility
function composed of weights on different aspects of
network structure and individual behavior, (2) simu-
lating the pattern of tie formation and behavioral evo-
lution that would result if states relied on that utility
function, (3) comparing that simulated pattern to the
decisions observed in the real-world data, then repeat-
ing (1–3) with new candidate utility functions until a
specification is found that minimizes the discrepancies
between the simulated and observed data. The advan-
tage of this framework lies in providing a formalized
representation of the interdependent processes of alli-
ance formation, conflict suppression, and democratiza-
tion, which can also be fully grounded in empirical
data, thereby providing a mode of statistical estimation
which allows us to incorporate theoretically derived
assumptions concerning multilevel coevolutionary
dynamics directly into the functional form of our sta-
tistical estimator.3

Let X h ¼ ðxh
ijÞ be an n� n matrix, where xh

ij repre-
sents the relation h directed from actor i to actor j,
ði; j ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ, and ðh ¼ 1; . . . ;HÞ. Here, we will
consider non-directed network ties, such that xh

ij ¼ xh
ji.

This is equivalent to representing each network as a
non-directed graph, with each agent as one of n nodes,
each tie as an arc between i and j, and X h as the adja-
cency matrix for the relation h. Further, let Z ¼ ðziÞ be
an n-dimensional vector, where zi represents the beha-
vioral state of actor i. We will further assume that each
of these variables is dichotomous, with 1 indicating the

2 This stands in contrast to stochastic game-theoretic models, which
assume that interdependencies are driven by the forward-looking
attempts of actors to optimize against the likely moves of other
players (see Signorino, 1999). Here, the agents are not ‘strategic’ in
this sense, and make no attempt to ‘look down the game tree’.
3 The mathematical foundations for this approach were first
developed by Snijders (1996), and were then further elaborated in
Snijders & van Duijn (1997), Snijders (2001, 2005a), Snijders,
Steglich & Schweinberger (2007), Burk, Steglich & Snijders
(2007), and Steglich, Snijders & Pearson (2010). I draw heavily on
these sources for the following discussion.
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presence of dyadic tie or nodal behavior attribute, and 0
indicating its absence.

Consider a time series X hðtmÞ of network observations
and a time series Z ðtmÞ of behavioral observations, for a
constant set ð1; . . . ; nÞ of actors, where tm 2 T , the set
T ¼ ðt1; . . . ; tM Þ of observation times is finite, and
M � 2. We will assume that each time series of observa-
tions is embedded in an unobserved continuous-time
process of network evolution X hðtÞ and behavior evolu-
tion Z ðtÞ, where t1 � t � tM . The full stochastic pro-
cess is thus given by:

Y ðtÞ ¼
�

X 1ðtÞ; . . . ;X H ðtÞ;Z ðtÞ
�

ð1Þ

The process of network-behavior coevolution can
then be fully described by the combination of:

(a) a family of network rate functions,

�
½X h�
i ðY ;mÞ ¼ �½X

h�
m ð2Þ

which represent the rate at which actor i is able to change
her network relations Xh;

(b) a family of behavior rate functions,

�
½Z �
i ðY ;mÞ ¼ �½Z �m ð3Þ

which represent the rate at which actor i is able to make
changes to her behavioral state Z;

(c) a family of network evaluation functions,

f ½X
h�

i ð�½X h�; yÞ ¼
XK

k¼1

�
½X h�
k s½X

h�
ik ðyÞ þ e½X

h�
i ð4Þ

which describe the stochastic decision rules she uses to
judge the desirability of different network configura-
tions; and

(d) a family of behavioral evaluation functions,

f ½Z �i ð�½Z �; yÞ ¼
XL

l¼1

�
½Z �
l s½Z �il ðyÞ þ e½Z �i ð5Þ

which describe the stochastic decision rules she uses to
judge the desirability of different behavioral states.

In these expressions, �½X
h�

m and �½Z �m are vectors of net-
work and behavior change rates, respectively, which are

constant across actors but vary across time periods, s½X
h�

ik

and s½Z �il are network and behavioral aspects of the system’s

local configuration that enter into i’s evaluation, �½X
h�

k and

�
½Z �
l are vectors of parameter weights that specify the rela-

tive importance of each aspect to i’s evaluation, e½X
h�

i and

e½Z �i are random variables representing the non-systematic
components of i’s utility function, and y is the configura-
tion of the system that results from the single network or
behavioral micro-step currently under consideration.

We will denote as xh(i!j) the network that results
when the single element xh

ij is changed into 1� xh
ij (i.e.

the network that results when the tie between i and j,
for relation h, is changed from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0),
and denote as zði D �Þ the behavioral state that results
when actor i changes the value of behavior z by �. If we

assume that e½X
h�

i and e½Z �i are drawn from type I extreme
value distributions, then the probability that actor i
chooses to change her relation xh

ij to actor j is given
by the multinomial logit expression:

Pr
�

xhði ] jÞ
�

¼
exp
�

f ½X
h�

i

�
�½X

h�; xhði ] jÞðtÞ; zðtÞ
��

P
q 6¼jexp

�
f ½X

h�
i

�
�½X

h�; xhði ] qÞðtÞ; zðtÞ
��

Similarly, the probability that actor i chooses to
change her behavior zi by � is given by:

Pr
�

zði D �Þ
�

¼
exp
�

f ½Z �i

�
�½Z �; zði D �ÞðtÞ; xðtÞ

��

P
�eð�1;0;1Þexp

�
f ½Z �i

�
�½Z �; zði D �ÞðtÞ; xðtÞ

��

Hence, if we have M longitudinal observations of the
coevolving system, the estimation problem consists of
estimating the values of ðH þ 1ÞðM � 1Þ rate para-
meters, a K -dimensional vector of network parameters,
and an L-dimensional vector of behavior parameters.4

Snijders (1996, 2001) shows that the parameters in such
a model can be estimated using the Method of
Moments, minimizing the difference between the

4 Because the model is applied to non-directed network ties, a rule
must be specified by which individual utility assessments will be
converted into dyadic decisions. Here, I follow previous work
(Kinne, 2013a; Manger & Pickup, 2014; Warren, 2010) in
specifying an ‘initiative-confirmation’ rule, in which the first state
proposes a preferred change, which is implemented only if it is also
preferred by the second state (see Snijders, 2005b).
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expected values of the chosen network statistics and their
observed values, summed over M � 1 time intervals.5

The observed values are given by the real-world data,
but because the expected values of the network statistics
cannot be calculated explicitly, they are estimated from
simulations of network evolution, using a Robbins-
Monro (1951) Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm to
search the parameter space. For each time period tm, the
algorithm takes the current network configuration as
given, and searches for values of � which result in expected
values of the system statistics sikðyÞ in time period tmþ1

which are as close as possible to the observed values of
sikðyÞ in time period tmþ1. If factor k is actually important
in real-world state decisions, then the algorithm will find
that simulations driven by utility functions that include a
stronger �k weight (that is, utility functions that place
more emphasis on factor k) will do a better job of repro-
ducing the patterns observed in the real world data.

Having used these network simulations to find the

�½X
h�

m , �½Z �m , �½X
h�

k , and �
½Z �
l vectors which minimize the

divergences between the observed and expected values
(that is, the weighted utility function which produces
patterns of network-behavior coevolution most like those
observed in the data), the algorithm runs additional simu-
lations while holding these parameters constant to esti-
mate the covariance matrix of the model. Assuming the
parameter estimates are approximately normally distribu-
ted, hypothesis testing can then proceed through the same
t-statistics used in standard regression analysis.

Operationalizing the model

Given this framework, the heart of the modeling enter-
prise comes to revolve around the selection of the rele-
vant aspects of the system’s configuration which the
modeler believes agents may be using to evaluate the
desirability of their current position. This requires theo-
retically driven assumptions about the patterns of inter-
dependence that are likely to result from the decisions of
individual states. In other words, it is a question of which
functions sikðyÞ will be included in the utility functions

of our agents. In the specification presented here, we
consider a coevolutionary system composed of two depen-
dent networks at the international level (alliances and
conflict) and one dependent behavioral variable (democ-
racy) at the domestic level. We will first consider the
specification of (1) network ‘evolution’ effects, whereby
existing ties constrain the development of subsequent ties
within the same network, then (2) network ‘selection’
effects, whereby dyadic and domestic attributes condition
the formation of international networks, and finally (3)
network ‘influence’ effects, whereby international network
structures alter the adoption of domestic institutions.

Our first network, Alliance, measures the presence of
international military alliances. Data on alliance commit-
ments was taken from the Correlates of War Formal
Alliance (v4.1) dataset (Gibler, 2009; Singer & Small,
1966). An alliance is defined as a formal, written agree-
ment between two or more states in which they agree to
coordinated military action in the event of a future con-

flict. Alliance ties of the form xally
ij ¼ xally

ji ¼ 1 are coded
for any dyad-years in which a formal treaty created obli-
gations of mutual defense between a given pair of states.6

Our second network, Conflict, measures the presence of
armed international conflict. Data on interstate hostili-
ties were taken from the dyadic version of the Militarized
Interstate Disputes database (Ghosn, Palmer & Bremer,
2004), as updated by Maoz (2005) and extended to
2010 using the MID 4.01 dataset (Palmer et al.,
2015). Conflict ties of the form xcon

ij ¼ xcon
ji ¼ 1 are

coded for any dyad-years in which the states have parti-
cipated on opposing sides in an interstate dispute involv-
ing a display or use of military force in the past 15 years.7

Finally, our behavioral dependent variable, Democracy,
measures the presence of democratic institutions within
states. Data on democratic institutions were taken from
the Polity IV dataset (Marshall & Jaggers, 2002). The
dichotomous variable equals 1 for any state which scores
at least a 5 on the standardized scale ranging from –10
(full autocracy) to þ10 (full democracy).8

5 All models were estimated using the RSiena software package
(version 1.1-289) authored by Ripley et al. (2015). The parameter
search stage is conducted through repeated subphases, using a
minimum of 1,000 iterations in each stage. In cases of incomplete
model convergence, the estimation procedure is repeated, using the
coefficient estimates from the previous subphase as the starting values
for the next subphase, until satisfactory convergence is achieved. The
covariance estimation stage then consists of an additional 5,000
iterations, during which the parameter values are held constant.

6 This definition excludes non-aggression pacts, neutrality
agreements, and ententes, as these treaties obligate states to various
forms of non-action, rather than creating affirmative obligations of
mutual military coordination.
7 Robustness checks reported below show that nearly equivalent
results are generated using alternative lags of 10 years and 20 years,
and using a stricter definition of conflict which includes only ‘uses’ of
military force.
8 Robustness checks reported below show that nearly equivalent
results are generated using alternative thresholds given by Polity
scores of 4 and 6.
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Network evolution effects
The most basic network effect, which we can label the
Density effect, controls for the general propensity of
states to form ties. Analogous to a constant term in
standard regression analyses, it is necessary for accu-
rate estimation of the other effects, but on its own
contains little substantive content. The relevant para-
meters for the alliance and conflict network are given
by:

sally
i1 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij

scon
i1 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij

Because it is likely that these networks evolve in
response to pre-existing tie structures, I also include
two basic components of extradyadic interdependence
for each network. The Preferential attachment effect
controls for the tendency of ties to form towards states
that already have a large number of ties, by incorporat-
ing into the utility function a term which interacts tie
presence with the sum of the current ties of a prospec-
tive partner. Similarly, the Transitivity effect controls
for the tendency of states to form triadic closures
between ties, by allowing the utility associated with a
new tie to depend on the number of transitive triangles
created through its addition. These effects are given for
each network as follows:

sally
i2 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij

X
h

xally
hj

scon
i2 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij

X
h

xcon
hj

sally
i3 ðyÞ ¼

X
j<h

xally
ij xally

ih xally
jh

scon
i3 ðyÞ ¼

X
j<h

xcon
ij xcon

ih xcon
jh

Selection effects
To test Hypothesis 1, that conflict conditions the for-
mation of alliances, I also include an interactive effect
between the two networks as a component of the alliance
network evaluation function:

sally
i4 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij xcon

ij

This builds a parameter into the model which allows
the value of a potential alliance partner to vary as a
function of the dyad’s conflict history. Following the
same logic, to test Hypothesis 2 – that alliances condi-
tion the emergence of conflicts – I include an interactive

effect between the two networks as a component of the
conflict network evaluation function:

scon
i4 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij xally

ij

To test Hypothesis 3, that alliances are more likely to
form between democracies, I include two effects. The
first term captures the tendency of ties to form between
states with the same regime types,

sally
i5 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij IfDEMi ¼ DEMjg

where IfDEMOCRACYi ¼ DEMOCRACYjg equals 1
when the condition holds. The second term interacts
this effect with the regime type of the deciding state,
to capture the possibility that preferences for regime
similarity are stronger among democracies:

sally
i6 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij IfDEMi ¼ DEMjgDEMi

Similarly, to test Hypothesis 4, that conflicts are less
likely to arise between democracies, we include analo-
gous effects for the conflict network:

scon
i5 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij IfDEMi ¼ DEMjg

scon
i6 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij IfDEMi ¼ DEMjgDEMi

Influence effects
Turning our attention to the domestic level, the most
basic effect is again a simple linear constant, analogous to
a regression intercept, which captures the general ten-
dency of states to adopt democratic political institutions:

sdem
i1 ðyÞ ¼ DEMi

To test Hypothesis 5, that alliance ties facilitate the
diffusion of democratic institutions between states, I also
include terms in the behavioral evaluation function
which interact i’s regime type with i’s total number of
alliance partners, and the average regime type of the
states to which i has alliance ties:

sdem
i2 ðyÞ ¼ DEMi

X
j

xally
ij

sdem
i3 ðyÞ ¼

DEMið
P

jx
ally
ij DEMjÞP

jx
ally
ij

This allows the model to capture the intuition that
democratic diffusion is facilitated through networks of
cooperative ties between states, and that domestic
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democratic transitions become more likely when states
are embedded in dense networks of democratic neigh-
bors. Similarly, to test Hypothesis 6, that interstate con-
flicts inhibit the diffusion of democratic institutions
between states, we include analogous behavioral effects
arising from the influence of the international conflict
network:

sdem
i4 ðyÞ ¼ DEMi

X
j

xcon
ij

sdem
i5 ðyÞ ¼

DEMið
P

jx
con
ij DEMjÞP

jx
con
ij

Control variables
Finally, in order to guard against spurious results, it
will also be necessary to control for basic physical and
social factors, which might exogenously condition the
likelihood of alliances or conflicts between states. Dis-
tance is measured as the network of capital-to-capital
distances between states, while Contiguity is dichoto-
mous and equals 1 for any pair of states sharing a land
border or separated by less than 400 miles of water
(Small & Singer, 1982). To capture the impacts of
cultural similarities, I use the COW project’s Cultural
Composition of Interstate System Members dataset
(Henderson, 1997) to code a dichotomous variable
Language, which equals 1 if the most commonly spo-
ken language is the same in both states. Finally, each
state’s level of material Power is measured using the
Composite Index of National Capability (CINC) as
recorded in the National Material Capabilities (v4.0)
dataset (Singer, Bremer & Stuckey, 1972). These data
are also used to construct a dyadic Power ratio mea-
sure, equal to the CINC score of the weaker state
divided by the CINC score of the stronger state.9 All
of these factors are included as control variables, by
multiplying their values with an indicator of the pres-
ence of corresponding dyadic tie or nodal attribute:

sally
i7 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij DISTANCEij

scon
i7 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij DISTANCEij

sally
i8 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij CONTIGUITYij

scon
i8 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij CONTIGUITYij

sally
i9 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij LANGUAGEij

scon
i9 ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij LANGUAGEij

sally
i10ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij POWERj

scon
i10ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij POWERj

sally
i11ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xally
ij POWER RATIOij

scon
i11ðyÞ ¼

X
j

xcon
ij POWER RATIOij

sdem
i6 ðyÞ ¼ DEMiPOWERi

Empirical results

When our data are examined visually, the interdepen-
dence of international and domestic institutions is
quite apparent. In Figure 2, we can see snapshots of
the international alliance and conflict networks by
decade, for the period 1920–2000, with democratic
states represented by green nodes, non-democratic
states represented by orange nodes, and the size of
the nodes scaled by the power (CINC score) of a
given state. The nodes are arrayed using a force-
directed layout algorithm (Fruchterman & Reingold,
1991), which reveals several clusters of densely inter-
connected states. Alliance ties are shown in blue,
while conflict ties are shown in red. It is clear from
the figures that a general tendency towards regime-
type clustering exists across these periods. Moreover,
because the layout algorithm is blind to the attributes
of individual nodes, we can be confident that the
visually apparent clustering of democratic and non-
democratic states into separate alliance-conflict cliques
is a true property of the underlying data, rather than
an artifact of the layout algorithm. However, this
basic empirical pattern could be consistent with either
of the central theoretical accounts presented above: it
could be the case that democracies select themselves
into shared alliance agreements, or it might be the
case that alliance ties help to spread democracy
between states.

Baseline model results
To assess the plausibility of these competing accounts
more rigorously, I estimate the stochastic actor-driven
model of network-behavior coevolution described above
for the period 1920–2000. Observations of the system
are made at ten-year intervals, resulting in a dataset of

9 Both variables are log-transformed, and rescaled to range from 0 to
1, to ease comparison of coefficients.
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nine observation waves, each recording snapshots of the
system’s alliance network, conflict network, and regime
types in a particular year.10 Coefficients and standard
errors derived from this model are presented in Table I.11

Interestingly, both Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2
receive little support from the empirical results. The

statistically insignificant coefficients for both sally
i4 and

scon
i4 indicate that the observed empirical patterns could

have plausibly been produced by a system which lacks
any direct spillover effects between alliance ties and con-
flict ties. This implies that alliance treaties may be rela-
tively weak in their ability to directly reverse existing
conflictual relations, despite the political narratives that
surround their creation, as the observed empirical pat-
terns can be well matched by a model in which alliance
treaties exercise no direct effects on the probability of
militarized disputes between alliance partners. Rather,
the evidence indicates that the strongest effects of

Figure 2. The alliance–conflict network, 1920–2000
The figure shows the global multiplex network of interstate military alliances (blue arcs) and international military disputes (red arcs), for the
period 1920–2000, arrayed using a force-directed layout. Democratic nodes are shown in green, non-democratic nodes are shown in orange,
and node size is scaled by state power.

10 The selection of ten-year windows is driven by a trade-off between
data resolution and computational tractability. Smaller temporal
windows become computationally intractable, as they create periods
with little or no change in system configuration, while also increasing
the total number of rate parameters that must be estimated, and thus
prevent effective convergence of the simulation algorithm during the
parameter search stage.
11 Convergence t-statistics are less than 0.1 for all coefficients, with
maximum convergence ratio less than 0.25, indicating good model
convergence across all reported specifications.
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alliance treaties may arise instead through the indirect
mechanisms of selection and influence.

When the evidence is examined for ‘selection’
effects, Hypothesis 3 receives strong support. The pos-

itive and statistically significant coefficient for sally
i5 (p <

0.01) indicates that states prefer to form military alli-
ances between partners that share a common regime
type. Moreover, the positive and significant coefficient

for sally
i6 (p < 0.01) implies that this tendency is even

stronger between democratic states. Interestingly,
when examining the conflict network we observe the
opposite pattern. The significant negative result for scon

i5

(p < 0.01) implies that states experience a general
preference for conflict between dissimilar regimes,
while the strong negative relationship for scon

i6 (p <
0.01) provides confirmation of the expectation given

in Hypothesis 4, that democracies are uniquely disin-
clined to engage in conflict with each other, and
instead tend to select into conflicts with non-
democratic opponents. The model thus indicates that
the observed patterns of regime-type clustering in both
the international alliance and conflict networks are
driven in part by mechanisms of ‘selection’, with the
former characterized by homophilic preferences for
regime similarity, and the latter characterized by het-
erophilic preferences for regime dissimilarity.

Turning next to the terms seeking to capture the
‘influence’ effects that exert reciprocal pressure from the
international level to the domestic level, Hypothesis 5
receives strong support. The positive and statistically
significant coefficient for sdem

i2 (p < 0.01) indicates that
dense networks of international alliances ties promote
conditions for domestic democratization, while the

Table I. Stochastic actor-driven model of the coevolution of alliances, conflict, and democracy

DV: Alliance DV: Conflict DV: Democracy

Network evolution
Density (intercept) sally

i1 �4.3574** scon
i1 �1.9979** sdem

i1 �0.9339*
(0.3162) (0.0743) (0.4472)

Preferential attachment sally
i2 0.0985** scon

i2 0.1366**
(0.0097) (0.0157)

Transitivity sally
i3 1.6957** scon

i3 0.0068
(0.2000) (0.0643)

Network selection
Alliance scon

i4 �0.0101 sdem
i2 0.1041**

(0.1063) (0.0392)
Conflict sally

i4 0.0720 sdem
i4 �0.4718*

(0.2670) (0.2080)
Same regime sally

i5 0.9649** scon
i5 �0.4652**

(0.2079) (0.1198)
Same regime x Democracy sally

i6 1.0768** scon
i6 �0.6941**

(0.2177) (0.2304)
Network influence

Alliance x Democracy sdem
i3 6.4173**

(1.5967)
Conflict x Democracy sdem

i5 2.8637
(2.2705)

Controls
Distance sally

i7 �0.4498** scon
i7 �0.0504**

(0.0309) (0.0096)
Contiguity sally

i8 0.2119 y scon
i8 1.0801**

(0.1236) (0.0769)
Language sally

i9 0.9220** scon
i9 0.2219*

(0.1042) (0.0833)
Power sally

i10 �2.1906** scon
i10 1.3232** sdem

i6 8.5098**
(0.3625) (0.3548) (3.0869)

Power ratio sally
i11 �1.7612** scon

i11 0.4212 y

(0.2905) (0.2319)

Standard errors in parentheses. **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, yp < 0.10.
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positive and statistically significant coefficient for sdem
i3

(p < 0.01) indicates that alliance ties also facilitate the
diffusion of domestic democratic institutions between
states, as the democratization effects are strongest for
states embedded in more democratic network neighbor-
hoods. That is, the results indicate that states with more
alliance partners and more democratic alliance partners
are more likely to become democratic themselves.
Hypothesis 6 also receives partial support from the
model. The significant negative coefficient for sdem

i4 (p <
0.05) indicates that military conflict between states tends
to inhibit the development of democratic regimes. How-
ever, in contrast to the pattern observed in the alliance
network, the insignificant coefficient for sdem

i5 indicates
that this effect is generated regardless of whether the
conflict occurs with an autocratic or democratic state.
Thus, it again appears that the strongest effects occur
through indirect channels. Alliance ties do not produce
peace through fiat, but rather create conditions for suc-
cessful democratic transitions, which in turn create the
means for peaceful resolution of international disputes,
thereby promoting further democratization.

The control variables also generally behave as
expected. Both alliances and conflicts are more likely
between geographically proximate partners, and more
likely between states with shared language, matching the
findings of Lai & Reiter (2000). It is also interesting to
note the very different role played by military power in
the two networks, as the model implies that conflicts are
more strongly preferred by powerful states, whereas alli-
ances are more strongly preferred by weaker states and
are more likely to arise between states with asymmetric
power levels, a pattern which Morrow (1991) predicts as
a consequence of the trade-off between security and
autonomy inherent in alliance treaties. Both networks
also show strong tendencies towards preferential attach-
ment, with the alliance network demonstrating an addi-
tional preference for transitive closure not observed in
the conflict network, perhaps reflecting the need for
common interests in multilateral alliance structures.

Robustness checks
While these estimates point to the importance of the
coevolutionary effects of ‘selection’ and ‘influence’
between the alliance network, the conflict network, and
domestic democratization, it is important to note that
the model specification reported in Table I relied on
several arbitrary threshold choices; in particular, the
Polity score threshold used to code the distinction
between democratic and non-democratic states, the

temporal lag used to code the persistence of conflict
events, and the MID severity threshold used to code the
onset of a militarized dispute. In each case, the thresholds
chosen represent common choices in the existing litera-
ture; however, one might reasonably be concerned that if
different values had been chosen for these thresholds,
different inferences might have been drawn from the
model.

To investigate this possibility, I repeatedly
re-estimate the baseline model specification reported
above, each time varying the value of one of the para-
meters governing these specification choices. In partic-
ular, I shift the democracy threshold from 5, down to 4
and up to 6, shift the conflict lag from 15 years to 10
and 20 years, and strengthen the conflict threshold to
require ‘uses’ of military force rather than ‘displays’ of
force. The key coefficients resulting from each of these
model variants are displayed graphically with 95% con-
fidence intervals in Figure 3.

These robustness checks demonstrate that the cen-
tral inferences reported above were not driven by the
particular values chosen for these thresholds. In fact,
the parameter estimates show a great deal of stability
under a wide variety of model specifications. Across all
specifications, the models confirm that states with sim-
ilar regimes are more prone to ally with each other, that
mutually democratic dyads are less likely to engage in
militarized disputes, and that states embedded in dense
networks of international alliances with democratic
partners are more likely to develop domestic demo-
cratic institutions. Indeed, most of the coefficients
show nearly identical effect sizes and standard errors
across specifications. One interesting exception con-
cerns the estimates for sdem

i4 , which is significant and
negative in the baseline specification, but insignificant
when considering definitions of conflict with shorter
lag periods and higher severity thresholds, which may
indicate that the inhibitory effect of conflict on demo-
cratization occurs more through the long-term political
effects of low-level conflict rather than through the
short-term effects of actual violence. The other inter-

esting exception concerns the estimates of sally
i4 , which is

insignificant in the baseline specification, but shows
positive and significant effects when using a higher
severity threshold to define the conflict network. This
variant lends partial support to Hypothesis 1, which
predicted a positive effect of prior conflict on subse-
quent alliance formation, indicating that the logic of
conflict management underlying this prediction may
only be observable at higher levels of conflict severity.
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Out-of-sample predictions
While the in-sample fit of these models appears to be
robust to a number of specification choices, it is well
known that the p-values of the individual coefficients
in a multivariate model can be a very fragile means for
assessing the relative importance of causal factors, and
that models may show strong p-values for particular coef-
ficients despite achieving low overall predictive success

(Ward, Greenhill & Bakke, 2010). To examine more
concretely the empirical reliability of the model reported
in Table I, I use the model to predict out-of-sample
features of the international system, observed in 2010,
ten years after the close of the temporal window (1920–
2000) used to estimate the original model. That is, I take
the configuration of the system in 2000 as a starting
point, simulate the forward progression of the system

Figure 3. Robustness checks
Points and horizontal bars show coefficient estimates and 95% confidence intervals, derived from variants of the model reported in Table I.
The axis is scaled using a signed square-root transformation, to ease visualization of smaller coefficients.
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over ten years using coefficients reported in Table I, and
then compare the simulated outcomes to the empirical
configuration actually observed in 2010. In order to
examine differences across temporal window lengths, I
then repeat the experiment by estimating the model for
the period 1920–90 and simulating forward 20 years to
predict the 2010 configuration, and finally estimating
the model for the period 1920–80 and simulating for-
ward 30 years to predict the 2010 configuration. Because
each model seeks to predict the same outcome, their
levels of predictive success can be compared directly. For
each specification, the simulations are repeated 5,000
times, generating a prediction score for each endogenous
dependent variable given by the average of the outcomes
observed across the simulations. These scores are assessed
for predictive accuracy by generating Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves and calculating AUC statis-
tics for each of the three dependent outcomes.

To assess whether the coevolutionary effects of ‘selec-
tion’ and ‘influence’ are truly influential in the data gen-
erating process, I use this approach to compare the
predictive success of the full model, reported in Table
I, to a constrained model which is identical in all respects
except for the absence of selection and influence effects
operating between the Alliance, Conflict, and Democracy
variables. This generates a relatively difficult comparative
test, as the ‘null’ model includes substantial covariate
information and generates substantial predictive lever-
age. Nevertheless, the results show that the full model
outperforms the constrained model across all three
dependent variables and all three prediction window
lengths.

The results are depicted graphically in Figure 4 with
each marker showing the relative levels of predictive suc-
cess achieved for a given outcome, with the success
(AUC score) of the full coevolutionary model given on
the y-axis, and its relative improvement over the corre-
sponding constrained model given on the x-axis. The
three marker shapes represent each of the three depen-
dent outcomes: alliances (squares), conflicts (circles), and
democracy (triangles), while the three marker sizes rep-
resent each of the three increasing prediction window
lengths: 10 years (2000–10), 20 years (1990–2010), and
30 years (1980–2010). The full model outperforms the
constrained model regardless of which metric of predic-
tive success is considered. In general, the prediction tasks
become more difficult as the temporal window sizes
increase, and thus show greater levels of error. However,
even in the most error-prone task, seeking to predict
global patterns of democratization at a 30-year remove,
the full model achieves a 76.9% success rate in predicting

the outcomes. Moreover, it is in this most difficult of the
prediction tasks that we see the greatest difference in
levels of predictive success between the full model and
the constrained model, with the more complex coevolu-
tionary specification outperforming the simpler specifi-
cation by 5.6%. This provides further evidence that the
coevolutionary effects of ‘selection’ and ‘influence’ esti-
mated above were not spurious artifacts of the estimation
sample, but rather systematic components of the data
generating process.

Conclusion

Taken as a whole, the evidence presented here demon-
strates that the dynamics of network-behavior coevolu-
tion represent central driving forces in the development
of both domestic and international institutions. As a
result, international alliances, international conflict, and
domestic regimes are constantly coevolving in response
to each other, as states find their decisions influenced by
a complex multilevel structure that their own actions are
simultaneously constructing.

Given the inferential difficulties generated by such
dynamics, the solution proposed here is to model these

Figure 4. Out-of-sample predictions
Each marker represents a pair of AUC statistics, showing the pre-
dictive success of the full coevolutionary model from Table I on the y-
axis, and showing on the x-axis its relative improvement over a con-
strained model lacking coevolutionary effects. Differences in marker
shapes reflect differences in the outcome variable, while increasing
sizes reflect increasing lengths of the prediction window.
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relationships not as independent events, but as elements
of a system whose coevolution is governed by the actions
of individual states whose incentives are driven, at least in
part, by the prior actions of other states. The results of
this analysis show that states with similar regimes are
more prone to ally with each other, that mutually dem-
ocratic dyads are less inclined to engage in militarized
disputes, and that states embedded in dense networks of
international alliances with democratic partners are more
likely to develop domestic democratic institutions.

By deriving the functional form of the statistical esti-
mator directly from theoretically driven assumptions
about the utility functions of states engaged in these
geopolitical decisions, this stochastic actor-driven
approach thus reveals that both sides of the democ-
racy–conflict debate have correctly identified elements
of this coevolving system. Those focusing on democracy
as the fundamental causal variable appear to be correct
that domestic regime types influence selection into alli-
ance agreements, while those focusing on alliances as the
fundamental causal variable appear to be correct that
alliance agreements are crucial to facilitating the diffu-
sion of democratic institutions between states. It seems
then, that the positions articulated in this debate are not
actually mutually exclusive, but only seemed so because
prior analyses were forced by extant statistical tech-
nologies to focus on a single causal direction, in a
system which is actually characterized by complex
reciprocal influences between international and
domestic institutions.

Replication data
A replication archive containing data and code for all
results is available at https://www.prio.org/JPR/Data
sets/ and http://www.camberwarren.net.
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